
Making A Steam Car 

Introduction: 
Stem car is the car that makes use of stem as the source of energy. The project aims at overcoming the problem of using petrol 

and diesel as the source of energy since they have high cost of running the machines. The objective was to prove the Newton’s 

third law of motion using steam engine. Steam car makes use of Newton’s third law of Motion such that the action force of the 

steam provides reaction force that runs the car in few meters. 

Newton’s third law of motion states that, “To every action there is an equal and opposite reaction”. For example a person firing 

the gun experiences the recoil when the bullet leaves the gun; this is due to the reaction force caused by action of firing the 

bullet. A rocket that contains liquid fuels which burn when mixed with liquid oxygen, produces a chemical reaction inside its tank 

that create large force which also propels the gaseous products of combustion out through the nozzle with tremendous velocity. 

The reaction to this force propels the rocket forward a far distance in the space. 

Therefore with the principles above the decision of boiling water to initiate the steam that on being given out from the boiling 

container produces the force that exerts reaction force for driving a car was made.  

Conclusions: 
The steam Car moved a distance of about 100m because of the 

reaction force which was created by the action force of the steam. 

If steam would not produce reaction force, no energy would exert a 

force to push the car forward at a particular distance; thus 

Newton’s third law is obeyed. If more steam is formed, thus higher 

pressure exerted the reaction force would be increased and that 

more distance a car would travel. Action force of a steam produces 

reaction force that pushes the Car and the reaction force is 

proportional to the action force. 

For more efficiency of the car we need to find the means of 

producing steam continuously so that the motion could proceed 

continuously. To find the means of using little amount of water and 

produce large amount of steam; to find the means of restoring 

water i.e. recycling water and finding a continuous source of heat 

that can be stopped when need arises. 
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On removing the cover, the accumulated steam comes out with high pressure going backwards the reaction force was created which moved the car forward a few 

meters ahead. 

To increase the speed and distance, we increased the heat which increased boiling of water and ultimately the steam. This resulted into more distance since the 

car moved about 100m. 

 

 

  

 

 

 MATERIALS USED 

Box, Ceiling board, metal wires, iron can, spokes, bamboo pipe, plastic, slippers wheel, water, charcoal, paper and iron sheet 

METHODS: 

Boxes and metal wires were used to make the body of the car. 

 Iron can was made as a tank for preserving boiled water. 

Ceiling board was made as the middle part of the car which holds down parts and the body of the car. Iron sheets, bamboo 

pipes and spokes were used as the down part holding the wheels so as to make them smooth for overcoming frictional force. 

Iron sheets were used at the sides of the Iron can in order to prevent open flame. 

The car contains two iron cans, the upper can for preserving boiled water and the down Can for potting source of heat which 

helps to boil water in the tank. 

At the upper Iron Can there is a small hole covered with a piece of wood which prevent the steam to go out. The cover is bad 

conductor of heat to enable it to be removed later on as well as reducing heat loss by conduction. 

After pouring water into a can and boil it for few minutes more steam are formed inside the can. 

Remove the piece of wood (cover) so as to remove the accumulated steam. 

 

http://durealeyes.com/airmotor/airmotor.html 

Further information: 

Download at: www.youngscientists.co.tz/posters 
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